Background: Several diagnostic aids have been developed to improve diagnosis in suspected acute appendicitis. Modified Alvarado Score includes signs and symptoms associated with ones degree of clinical suspicion. Graded Compression Ultrasonograpy is used in many institutions to aid the diagnosis of acute appendicitis.
INTRODUCTION
Abdominal pain is the primary presenting complaint of patients with acute appendicitis. 1, 2, 3 The diagnostic sequence of colicky central abdominal pain followed by vomiting with migration of the pain to the right iliac fossa was first described by Murphy but may only be present in 50% of patients. 4 ,2 It may progress to perforation which is associated with higher morbidity and mortality. 5 Hence, surgeons are inclined to operate when diagnosis is probable rather than to wait till it is certain. 6 Acute appendicitis is the most common cause of acute surgical abdomen with a lifelong risk of 7%. 7 Despite its high incidence, classic clinical and laboratory findings usually allow for diagnosis which is not so easy due to atypical and frequently confusing presentation which leads to misdiagnosis. 8 Therefore, diagnosis of Acute Appendicitis remains challenging despite improvement in history taking, clinical examination, and new computer aided deci- Several different approaches have been developed to improve diagnosis in suspected acute appendicitis and to decrease negative appendectomies (removal of normal appendix in patients with other causes of abdominal pain) such as predictive scoring system, computer aided diagnosis, inflammatory marker, and computed tomography. 9, 10, 11 Graded Compression Ultrasonography in diagnosis of acute appendicitis has greatly improved the ability to diagnose acute appendicitis with ultrasound, was first described in 1986 by J.B. Puylaert. 11, 12, 13 It plays an important role in reducing the number of negative surgical exploration for acute appendicitis.
IJCRR
Modified Alvarado Scoring system is a dynamic one allowing observation and critical evaluation of the clinical. 14, 15, 16, 17 Its application improved diagnostic accuracy and reduces negative exploration and complication rates. 18 The description of modified Alvarado scoring system was introduced in 1994 has greatly improved ability to diagnosis. 19 
OBJECTIVE
To compare and evaluate diagnostic accuracy of Modified Alvarado Score and Graded Compression Ultrasonography in co-relation to histopathology report for diagnosis of acute appendicitis.
METHODOLOGY
The present study was a cross sectional study conducted in Modified Alvarado Score more than or equal to 7 were considered as acute appendicitis i.e. positive and scores less than or equal to 6 were considered as negative. On the other hand, the Graded Compression Ultrasonography findings were divided in two groups such as ultrasonography positive and ultrasonography negative.
True positive, true negative, false positive and false negative cases were obtained through Modified Alvarado Score, Graded Comparison Ultrasonography and histopathological report. Sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, diagnostic accuracy etc were calculated and compared between Modified Alvarado Score and Graded Comparison Ultrasonography.
The above mentioned calculations have been done by using the following formulas: 
RESULTS
Total 75 patients were considered for the present study. The table No. 1 demonstrated sex distribution of studied population. Total number of cases in the present study were 75, out of which, 45(60%) were male and 30 (40%) were females.
Barman et.al.:
A study on comparision of diagnostic efficiency between modified alvarado score and graded compression ultrasonography In the present study, the total number of patients has been categorized into four age groups, such as 15-20yrs, 20-30yrs, 30-40yrs and 40-50yrs. Maximum number of patients (50.66%) belonged to the age group 20-30yrs followed by the age group 30-40yrs (32%). Among the studied population, age group 40-50yrs exhibited minimum number of patients (4%). The All the 75 patients were assigned modified Alvarado Score among which 40.00% were positive (≥ 7) and 60.00% were negative (≤ 6). In addition to that out of 30 Modified Alvarado score positive cases, 22 (73.33%) were histologically positive and 8 (26.66%) were negative. In the remaining 45 Modified Alvarado Score negative cases, 7 (15.55%) were histologically positive and 38 (84.44 %) were negative. In the present study all the patients were undergone for ultrasonography. Out of which 29 (38.66%) were sonographically positive cases and 46 (61.33%) were sonographically negative cases which indicated more negative cases than sonographically positive cases. In the present study out of 29 sonographically positive cases, 24 (82.75%) were histologically positive and 05 (17.24%) were negative. In the remaining 46 sonographically negative cases 05 (10.86%) were histologically positive and 41 (89.13%) were negative. In the present study, Modified Alvarado Score has sensitivity of 76.86%, specificity 82.61%, positive predictive value 73.33%, negative predictive value 84.44%, diagnostic accuracy 80.00%, false positive error rate 17.39% and false negative error rate 24.11%. Graded Compression Ultrasonography had sensitivity of 82.76%, specificity of 89.13%, positive predictive value of 82.76%, negative predictive value of 89.13%, diagnostic accuracy of 86.67%, false positive error rate of 10.87%, and false negative error rate of 17.24%. The sensitivity of Graded Compression Ultrasonography is less than specificity, because of number of false negatives, some of which cannot be controlled (poor tolerance by the patient, obesity, presence of gas and unusual location of appendix).
DISCUSSION
The results of the present study have demonstrated evaluation of Alvarado Score and Ultrasonographic data separately and at the end comparison between these two diagnostic tool in case of acute appendicitis has been presented. When the results of present study are compared with contemporary studies, 21, 20 we observed that sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value and negative predictive value are in corroboration with these studies. Whereas when compared with few other studies of Al-Hashemy et al; 22 Sooriakumaran et al 23 findings of low sensitivity have been found as these studies were retrospective studies.
The present study has shown better sensitivity, as it is a cross sectional study and short comings of retrospective study are ruled out like good documentation is needed, lack of recording of Modified Alvarado Score may indicate in complete recording in case notes of some patients rather than true absence of Modified Alvarado Score finding.
A meta analysis showed high sensitivity and specificity of Graded Compression Ultrasonography in diagnosis of acute appendicitis. 24 Ultrasonographic data of the present study are compared to other research works where it was seen that sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value and diagnostic accuracy of the present study is almost corroborative with those studies. 25, 26, 27 Furthermore, in present study, when Modified Alvarado Score and Graded Compression Ultrasonography were compared in terms of sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, diagnostic accuracy and false negative cases the results are almost same. Therefore, the result showed that neither one is significantly advantageous.
Thus Modified Alvarado Score is a useful tool in clinical decision making especially when Graded Compression Ultrasonography is unavailable. As imaging technique is considered to be expensive in India, Scoring system should be used in selection of patients for further work-up. Ultrasound is unnecessary when ones degree of clinical suspicious is high. However the additional information provided by graded compression ultrasound does improve diagnostic accuracy in case of negative or equivocal Modified Alvarado Score.
In the view of the finding of the present study, it can be said that the use of Graded Compression Ultrasonography along with Modified Alvarado Score will be most useful in increasing the diagnostic accuracy of acute appendicitis. It would be interesting to compare the assessment of these patients using Modified Alvarado Score one group and another group as Modified Alvarado Score combined with Graded Compression Ultrasonography in future study.
CONCLUSION
Thus it can be concluded that establishing diagnosis in cases of suspected acute appendicitis might require a combination of different diagnostic tools such as Modified Alvarado Score, investigative modalities such as ultrasonography and the indispensible clinical judgement. In other words, the Modified Alvarado Score should be combined with ultrasonography for the diagnosis of acute appendicitis. But nothing can replace careful evaluation by an experienced surgeon.
